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Project Description  
The aim of the project “Odradek, Enduring a Thingly Hope: On Negativity and Ensetzung” is to 
address a paradigm under the rubric of which the notions such as "politics of withdrawal”, "exodus”, 
"non-action”, "inoperativity”, "de-institution” or "dis-engagement” could be listed. Moreover, it is 
discussed in relation to several uprisings, which took place at the beginning of the twenty first century 
from Argentina 2001 to the Occupy movements and the Arab Spring, as well as to a current economic 
trend, frequently called "Great Resignation”, in which workers have resigned from their positions 
around the world during the Covid-19 pandemic. If we follow Roberto Esposito, this paradigm in the 
ontologico-political sense could be named the "destituting” paradigm. To a large extent, it is 
associated less with retreating into passivity and staying inert than displacing the lines of (power) 
relations by subtracting from the sphere of recognition, and from affirmative mentality, which gears 
towards a will to design that renders what exists as amenable to pragmatic, functional synthesis. That 
is, it is formulated as a form of #situational $!thinking and acting which tries to undermine the 
foundation of the given economic-political apparatus for the new ways of living and sensing to come, 
rather than demanding something from this apparatus in a confrontational way. The project follows 
the thread that runs form Walter Benjamin, Simone Weil, Furio Jessi to Reiner Schürmann, Jean-Luc 
Nancy, Werner Hamacher, and discussing this line in junction with Theodor Adorno!s immanent and 
self-reflexive critique, negative dialectics, the project aims to provide a philosophical contribution to 
the understanding of this paradigm. 
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